75 olds omega

The Oldsmobile Omega is a compact car that was manufactured and sold from through by
Oldsmobile. It was Oldsmobiles most affordable, entry level product sharing a platform within
the GM brand names. The name omega was used to imply the last, the end, or the ultimate limit
of a set, in contrast to alpha , the first letter of the Greek alphabet. There were three generations
of Omegas, all being badge-engineered Chevrolet models, and each of the three using one of
two GM X platform architectures:. The Omega was one of three X-body Chevrolet Nova clones. It
and the Buick Apollo were introduced in ; the Pontiac Ventura had been introduced in Naturally
it shared the Nova's body and many of its mechanicals, but it had its own unique nose and tail,
and, being an Oldsmobile, it had a little fancier trim than the Nova. It even borrowed the Nova's
dashboard, but Olds added woodgrain trim to it for a more upscale look. The front grille sported
Oldsmobile's trademark split "waterfall" grille design, round headlights set into square
recesses, and parking lights directly below in the bumper. Body styles mirrored that of the
Nova, including a 2-door coupe, 3-door hatchback, or a 4-door sedan. Engine choices were the
standard Chevy-built 4. The lone V8 was Oldsmobile's 5. All other V8 engines received the
standard 2-barrel version. There were also 53 "Doctor Oldsmobile Omega" built in This decal
option was canceled in There were few changes in There was a base model and the upper-level
Brougham and the S option was added. The parking lights were relocated inboard below the
grille instead of the headlights and there was a new rear bumper design which met the federal
government's new 5-mph impact standards. The 2-speed Powerglide transmission was
dropped. This car was the top of the X-body line along with Buick's Apollo and Skylark, having
more luxury trimming, more noise insulation, rear anti-roll bars, and other features not found on
the Chevrolet Nova. During the model years, the top engine choice was a cu. It saw few changes
through its life being limited mostly to the front end with three different grille designs and to the
rear lights, changing the number of lenses through the years. The Oldsmobile 4. The X-bodies
were all-new front-wheel drive cars for Engine choices were limited to Pontiac's Iron Duke
inline-four engine and the new corporate 2. Transmissions were the 4 speed manual or the TH
3-speed automatic. Unlike the Chevrolet Citation , which the car was based upon, the Omega
range consisted of only a 2-door coupe and 4-door sedan, with upright styling and a distinctive
split grille. Aside from the standard and Brougham models produced in all five years, sportier
models were also built. These included the SX coupe replaced by the ES in , ES sedan, and
pioneering urethane plastic-fendered SportOmega, which came with wild red-and-orange
striping, white-over-gray paint, and a sloping front grille assembly shared with the SX and ES.
Notably, the sportier models were available with both the L4 and V6 engines. Beginning in , the
Chevrolet high-output horsepower 2. In , the ES was only available in the sedan body style. The
X-body Omega, like its sister vehicles the Chevrolet Citation , Pontiac Phoenix and Buick
Skylark , proved fairly trouble-prone early on, necessitating an astounding number of
government-mandated recalls for braking problems , fluid leaks and suspension issues. While
Omega was the only one of the four X-cars to sell better in than in , versus , , starting in ,
production fell dramatically. Only 77, Omegas were built in '82, with 53, in and 52, in swan-song
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This survivor can be found here on craigslist in St. Thanks to Pat L. This car looks almost like
new and with only 70, miles on it, it should. They did have a bit more sound-proofing and a little
higher-end trim than the Chevy Nova on which they were based. The hatchback option was new
for the Nova in , the year in which the Omega was introduced. This is it for interior photos and
unfortunately, there are no engine photos. There was also a V8 available with hp as well as a
inline-six with hp. The seller says that this car has AC and is in great survivor condition. It sure
looks like it is. Have any of you owned an Olds Omega? Looks like a really nice starter for
someone! GLWTS Uh, oh! Better call Maaco â€” to finish the job! So much for an original
survivor. As there are very few 44 year old cars roaming the streets of my city, I think any 2 door

rear wheel drive car is losing any advantage of becoming a sleeper anymore. David, my Camaro
has only 90, kilometers on it approximately 55, miles. So that would work out to around 1, miles
a year. So not totally unbelievable. With most of these it is more likely that the car was used
normally for the first few years then relegated to second car status or put away completely.
Remarkable condition. Our family car was a metallic brown omega hatchback. V8 , tan vinyl
bucket seats , with console shifter. When I was a junior in high school it become mine. I loved
that car, the hatchback was awesome. To me it looked like a Nova with a different grille. I also
remember that the Omega topped out at around mph, as that is what I was doing when locked
on its bumper at one point in the pursuit. We found that it had the six when the pursuit ended
and the Omega was searched for contraband prior to towing. Obviously this post brought back
memories. The was still alive and well for the Cutlass, Delta and 98, great rides. Our first new
car was a Olds Omega SX. Red with white binyl top and white bucket seat interior which my wife
hated. Pretty, but had to be cleaned almost every week. Other than the completely green door
jambs on a blue car, yeah, this thing a super pristine original carâ€¦â€¦. Someone mentioned the
Olds from the era this car was built. What a waste of time that was lol! Putting a in the rusty old
Omega my neighbor had would have been just as futile lol. This car appears to be very solid.
Judging by the one shot of the bench seat, I bet the miles are accurate. That whit interior would
show worse if the miles were higher. This would be a far more viable car to put that in than my
old neighbors car. My Hyundai already has just under 30, miles on it. But I drive a lot more than
the average bear lol. My Mom had a 78 Omega but it had the terrible V-6 with the offset
distributor. It idled like a mail truck missing on 2 cylinders. It was her first car with AC and was a
cream puff to drive. It was just so under powered and weird. She ended up losing control of it in
the snow and totaling it when she hit a tree. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click
here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe
to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account?
Log in. Barn Finds. Scotty Gilbertson. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments Moparman
Member. GLWTS :- 6. Rock On. So pull your blue hair wig out of the closet and a mumu and
prowl the streets! David P. Yeah, that makes sense. Remarkable condition 1. A-body Fan. Whats
the hurry? Mitch Ross Member. This will look great next to the Ventura that was here a week or
so ago. GCS Member. Chebby Staff. Posted beforeâ€¦looks like they sold the tent and dropped
the price. Anton N Meyers. Stored For 16 Years: Dodge Charger. Rare Mercury Cougar 20th
Anniversary Edition. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily
newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to
continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! With less than 50K miles,
this blue Omega hatchback is in good condition. The interior is blue and options include power
brakes and power steering. The car runs and drives great. The tires are new. An inspection can
be arranged by appointment only. If the car needs to be shipped, we will ensure the car is
available for the transporter's schedule. Reasonable offers will be considered. If you have
questions or want to discuss the car, contact
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Randy at I do marketing consignments for customers who don't have time to set up ads for
their vehicle or don't use the internet. I charge a flat fee up front and do not collect any
consignment fees when the vehicle sells. I am not a dealer. The vehicle remains in the owner's
possession. I handle inquiries. When the potential buyer becomes serious, I put them in touch
with the owner who can answer specific questions about the vehicle. This vehicle has been
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